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Stuff in the Universe

Our view from earth: 

Constellations: random grouping of stars 
from our vantage point in the galaxy.

Eclipses: Solar (moon blocks sun from 
reaching part of earth) and Lunar (earth 
blocks sun from reaching moon).



Stuff in the Universe

Our View from Earth: 

Meteors: or shooting stars.  Chunks of 
asteroids, planets, or comets which are 
captured by Earth and burn up in our 
atmosphere.

Meteorites: Chunks that make it to the 
ground, telling us about the composition 
of the solar system, and much more.



Stuff in the Universe

Our Solar system: 

8 planets, 4 terrestrial (rocky, small: 
mercury, venus, earth, mars), 4 jovian 
(giant, gas rich: jupiter – the largest, 
saturn, uranus, neptune).  

Gas planets: same metal-rich core size, 
different amounts of H and He.

Moon systems (Jupiter, Saturn impressively 
rich, geologically active, tidal heating).

Asteroids: Rocky, up to 100km, most in a belt 
between mars and Jupiter - failed planet.



Stuff in the Universe
Our Solar system: 

Comets: Icy denizens of the outer solar 
system.  We see them when they visit the 
inner solar system.  “Dirty iceballs.” 

Kuiper-Belt 30-50 AU: some comets, and 
“Kuiper Belt Objects”, dwarf planets 
(pluto being the most famous, but not the 
biggest!).

Oort cloud: distant round cloud out to 
50,000 AU, many, many comets.

The Sun: producer of solar wind, and 
coronal mass ejections.



Stuff in the Universe

The Sun:

Photosphere is what we see at 5800K, but 
core is much hotter: 10 million K to burn 
Hydrogen!

Sun-spots occur in cycles, peaking at the 
solar maximum.  



Stuff in the Universe

Extra-solar planets: 

Primarily detected by doppler “wobble” of 
host star.  So far mostly Jupiter-mass, 
close orbit planets (strongest wobble!).

Over 300 found, more every week. 

First real images of an extra-solar planet: 
this year!



Stuff in the Universe
Stars:

Balls of gas supported against the crush 
of gravity by nuclear fusion.

Mostly stars less massive than the sun.

Main sequence stars burning hydrogen 
stably in their cores.

Proto-stars: earliest stages of star. 

Evolved stars: the end of a star’s life, 
depends on mass.  Giant and Supergiant 
phase.

Cephied Variables and other variable stars 
are bright and important standard candles.



Stuff in the Universe

Interstellar Medium of gas and dust.

Stellar Graveyard:

Low-mass stars lose their outer material 
forming a planetary nebula, and leaving 
behind a white dwarf, the hot but dim 
remnant of the core.

High-mass stars can explode as a core-
collapse supernova, often leaving behind 
Supernova remnants.



Stuff in the Universe

Stellar Graveyard:

Neutron stars: remnant of a supernova, 
or white dwarf which got to big to hold 
itself up.  Rotating ones can beam radio 
beacons, and are called Pulsars.

Black holes: When degeneracy pressure 
can’t hold a neutron star up, it collapses 
to a singularity.  Small, but deadly: no 
light can escape.  At a distance, gravity 
acts normally.  A few sun masses in a ball 
the size of campus!



Stuff in the Universe

Stellar Graveyard:

Nova are formed in binary star systems: 
one star donates material to the other 
(usually white dwarf or neutron star).  

White Dwarf Supernovae are similar: 
binary transfers too much mass, and white 
dwarf companion can’t hold up, explodes 
as supernova.  Excellent standard candle 
(used to discover the accelerating 
expansion of the universe).



Stuff in the Universe

Gamma Ray Bursts are the most luminous 
explosions in the universe: briefly outshine 
a million Milky Way galaxies!   Massive star 
collapse (hypernova) and/or black-hole vs. 
neutron star collision! 



Stuff in the Universe

Star-forming Molecular clouds: these 
collapse by gravity to form stars.
Globular clusters are giant spherical 
clusters of thousands to millions of old 
stars, holding among the oldest stars in the 
galaxy (or any galaxy). 

Open clusters: younger, smaller clusters of 
hundreds to thousands of stars found 
primarily in the disk of the Galaxy.



Stuff in the Universe

Milky Way Galaxy:

Our own galaxy, about 100,000 LY across, 
and 1000 LY thick.  A spiral disk galaxy. We 
orbit it every 230 million years.

200 billion stars, give or take.

Harbors a supermassive black hole in its 
center of about 3 million solar masses.

Nothing special: One of 100 billion 
galaxies in the observable universe.



Stuff in the Universe
Local Group:

The immediate environs, including the small 
and large magellanic clouds (dwarf galaxies 
orbiting us), many other small galaxies we’ve 
already cannibalized, and just a couple large 
galaxies, andromeda foremost among them.

Galaxies:

Large collections of stars, gas and dust, like 
the Milky way.

Variety of shapes: elliptical (old stars on 
random orbits, no disk), Spiral (pinwheel 
arms), Barred (spiral with a bar), irregular 
(everything else).



Stuff in the Universe

Galaxies:

Bulge and Halo are spheroidal components 
(mostly old red stars), disk is flat component 
(with gas, dust and forming stars).

Starburst galaxies are often the result of 
galaxy collisions.  Stars form very fast (100× 
MW).  

Mergers: galaxy collisions, gas and stars 
merge.  More common in early universe 
(smaller universe = closer galaxies).



Stuff in the Universe

Active Galactic Nuclei

Powered by the super-massive black holes in 
the center of galaxies.

Being fed material, convert potential energy 
to heat gravity: more efficient than fusion in 
stars!

Shoot out jets and radio lobes: radio 
galaxies.

Quasars are most luminous AGN: 1000× MW!



Stuff in the Universe

Large Scale Structure: the arrangement of 
galaxies in the universe into sheets, voids, and 
filaments. 

Dark Matter: The matter we infer to exist from 
the orbit of stars in the galaxies, the orbits of 
galaxies in clusters, the hot gas in clusters, 
and gravitational lens models of clusters.  
Mass does not follow light in the universe.

Gravitational Lens: an object (like a cluster) 
which bends the light of a background object 
(like a galaxy) distorting it, making multiple 
images, etc.  A basic property of gravity: it 
bends light!



Stuff in the Universe

Dark Energy: An unknown force causing the 
expansion of the universe to accelerate 
(cosmological constant, quintessence).  Makes 
up 72% of the energy density of the universe.  
Matter (atoms) makes up only 5%, dark matter, 
23%.  

Cosmic Microwave Background: remnant pure 
heat of the big-bang.  Slowly cooling as the 
universe expands.  Currently 2.73K (a perfect 
thermal emitter).  Tiny fluctuations: regions of 
enhanced density from which galaxies formed!



Stuff in the Universe

The Observable Universe: time light has 
traveled since the Big Bang sets the region 
inside of which we can ever hope to observe 
anything.  Universe is 13.7 billion years old.  

The Universe: ??? Perhaps much larger than the 
observable universe; can’t directly observe 
anything there.  



Stuff that Happens

The Big Bang: an initial moment in which the 
space and time of the universe was created.

Laws of physics very strange in early, very 
high temperature universe.  Matter and 
Anti-matter converted back and forth into 
radiation.

Inflation: the very short-lived incredibly 
rapid expansion of the universe.  



Stuff that Happens

Universe cools, small amount of matter left 
over.  Combined in the era of 
nucleosynthesis in Hydrogen, Helium, and 
trace of lithium, beryllium, boron.  
Everything else made in a star, and most 
things are primarily hydrogen, secondarily 
helium (sun included).

Nuclei recombine with electrons, the hot 
radiation streams freely to become the CMB 
we see today.



Stuff that Happens
Regions with slightly more density, created 
by inflation, begin to attract dark matter by 
gravity.  The H and He gas follows it.

First stars: form when the gas has 
collapsed.  Proto-galaxies born.

Galaxy Evolution: Galaxies use their gas to 
form stars, galaxies merge and eat smaller 
galaxies, material from stars (supernovae, 
super-giant stars, etc.) is recycled into the 
gas, and makes news stars.  Process keeps 
happening.



Stuff that Happens

Expansion: universe continues to expand.  
Gravity at first slows expansion, but 
several billion years ago, dark energy 
takes over and expansion accelerates.

Super-massive Black holes form at the 
centers of galaxies.  Go on to become 
Quasars, AGN.



Stuff that Happens

Stars form, and their solar nebulae – disks 
of their birth material – form into planets, 
all sharing the same angular momentum of 
the original cloud.

Some stars form planets in the habitable 
zone where water can remain liquid.  Earth 
is formed some 4.5 billion years ago.

Planets processed and sculpted by erosion, 
tectonics (e.g. shrinking lithosphere), etc.



Stuff that Happens
Life evolves on those habitable planets.  
Apparently doesn’t colonize the Galaxy 
(unless it’s hiding — fraction of habitable 
planets with life completely unknown).  

Life becomes intelligent (at least on Earth), 
starts watching the sky.  Observes the 
pattern of stars, rising and setting, day and 
night, all due to the Earth’s rotation every 
24hrs.

Sees changing seasons, caused by the tilt of 
the Earth’s axis as it orbits the sun.



Stuff that Happens

Sees moon move and change phase.  Moon 
orbits earth, giving it phases as only a 
portion of the illuminated half of the 
lunar sphere is visible.

Earth orbits the sun, giving the year, and 
causing different constellations to be 
visible (opposite sun) at night.

Sees the pole star polaris, which does not 
rise or set, and the circumpolar stars 
around it, which never dip below the 
horizon.



Stuff that Happens

Evolves into ancient Greeks, who found 
astronomy and make models of solar system.  
Very complex to keep the Earth at the 
center of the universe.  See “wanderers”.

Copernicus puts sun at the center, keeps 
circles.

Kepler (with the observations of Brahe) 
discovers all works well with ellipses 
instead, states 3 laws: equal areas, swept 
out, p2=a3.

Galileo uses telescope to finalize the sun-
centered solar system revolution.



Stuff that Happens

Eventually discover the ultimate fate of 
the universe, which is very likely to expand 
forever.

Create technology that emits copious 
greenhouse gases, which absorb the 
infrared (heat) radiation from the earth, 
causing it to warm.  

Comes to take Astronomy 1010 and the 
University of Toledo.  Comes in for an exam 
review, learns the history of the universe.



How the universe works

Gravity: gets weaker as 1/distance2.  Keeps 
object in orbit.  Doesn’t matter what it’s 
made of (black hole, star, giant ball of 
wax).

Radiation: like light, in the form of 
photons, spanning a broad range of 
wavelength, from high-energy, high-
frequency, short-wavelength gamma rays to 
low-energy, low-frequency, long-
wavelength radio.



How the universe works

Motion: Newton’s laws.  Body at rest/in 
motion stays that way unless acted on. 
Equal and opposite reaction (why a rocket 
flies).  F=ma.



How the universe works
Radiation can be absorbed, transmitted, 
reflected, or emitted.  

Radiation: like light, in the form of 
photons, spanning a broad range of 
wavelength, from high-energy, high-
frequency, short-wavelength gamma rays to 
low-energy, low-frequency, long-
wavelength radio.

Astronomers use magnitudes, both 
apparent (how bright it looks, 
lower=brighter), and absolute (measure of 
luminosity: apparent at 10pc).



How the universe works
Anything warm emits thermal radiation 
(also called blackbody radiation): higher 
temperature, shorter wavelength.  Even 
stars operate this way (hotter star=more 
ultraviolet).  Most dense things are 
thermal emitters.

Intensity of light at various wavelengths is 
its spectrum: power tool to analyze motion, 
composition, etc.  Atoms have unique 
spectrum.

Line emission spectrum from hot gas. Star 
seen through gas, line absorption 
spectrum.



How the universe works

Light from moving objects is shifted in 
wavelength: redshift for moving away, 
blueshift for moving towards. 

Telescopes collect far more light than the 
eye, and have better angular resolution (1 
arcsec).  Going to space or using adaptive 
optics, improves by a factor of 10 or more!  
Not just visible light, but the entire 
electromagnetic spectrum.



How the universe works
Matter composed of atoms with differing 
number of protons, and neutrons, giving it 
all its properties.  Large atoms can undergo 
nuclear fission, and, if hot enough (million 
of K — not on earth thus far) small atoms 
can undergo nuclear fusion (e.g. in the 
sun). 

Stars fall in the main sequence of stable 
hydrogen burning in the Hertzsprung-
Russel diagram of the universe.  Depart to 
cooler (right) and more luminous (up) when 
they burn in shells.



How the universe works

Hubble’s Law: The further a galaxy is, the 
faster it’s receding.  Raisin bread analogy.

Universe expands unless density is above 
the critical density needed to halt 
expansion.  Best (only) way to find the 
distance to most distant galaxies.

Universe is near the critical density, but 
73% dark energy, which acts like anti-
gravity!  Expansion continues ever faster.



YOUR QUESTIONS



Tomorrow at 2:45 in 
MH 1005, bring your 
brain and your #2 
pencil!


